
Tips in Getting Started  

    1.    Be alert. I have found that after I wake up, washing my face and getting a nice  
cool glass of water helps prevent me from falling back asleep.  

    2.    Find a quiet solitary place. Jesus would often have a place He would go to  
commune with the Father. It was a quiet solitary place. This place needs to be a place free 
of distraction and preferably one that inspires thought for you. For me, right now, it is my 
desk, with a near by view of nature outside.  

    3.    Bring your bible. This is obviously essential to this experience with Jesus. I 
recommend you have a bible that is easy for you to understand, but also rather close to 
the original language. In my experience that would be the NKJV, NASB, NET, NIV or NLT 
versions of the bible. Maybe you know of another. Use it.  

    4.    Use a Highlighter. As you read, God is going to reveal to you some pretty 
amazing things. I like to highlight them so I can come back to them and write them down 
in the journal.  

    5.    Have a pen. You will need this to write your insights down in the journal.  

    6.     Music. I like to begin my time with Jesus with a song. Nothing ushers you into the 
presence of God like a good song of worship, praise or devotional meditation. I like to 
either sing this song directly to God or, since my wife is usually still sleeping when I do this, 
I listen to a song. A hymnal or a song from your music library is helpful.  

    7.    Buy Journal. Get one that you can journal one page for 365 days. Or get two for 
one year. Buy the way, soon we will be offering this in our Living For Him store. 

 



Instructions for the Daily Devotional Journal 

Sing or listen to a song of praise & worship 
Pray 
Read daily portion of a One Year Bible Reading Plan. Answer questions in journal based 
on Bible reading  

    1.    How did God reveal His character of love to you in today’s reading? 

    2.    What picture of Jesus or the Cross gave you the assurance of your salvation today? 

    3.    What is the Holy Spirit saying to you through today’s reading? 

    4.    What verse(s) will you meditate on and memorize today?  
 

Write down prayer requests and/or answers to prayer.  
Write down names of people you want God to save.  


